
Our growing company is looking for a senior production manager. We appreciate
you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the
position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for senior production manager

Analyze and document current state and propose alternatives to facilitate
strategic redesign and implementation around the FRY-14 redesign
Coordinate across multiple stakeholders including GT&0 , multiple LOBs,
Regulatory Reporting, and upstream and downstream ADSs for project
delivery
Plan, organize and monitor project performance with a focus on meeting key
data remediation deadlines
Ensure a clear understanding of changes to FRY-14 reporting and lead
coordination of changes to upstream and downstream systems to meet the
new FRB requirements
Manage inventory of issues aligned to FRY-14, ensure prioritization of issues
and complete business case justification for high priority issues
Develop roadmaps and oversee delivery in order to meet Global Banking’s
strategic FRY-14 program objectives while offering solutions to mitigate risk,
including a prioritization roadmap for Peaks and upstream changes
Coordinate FRY-14 data remediation efforts with Peaks releases and strive to
capture all needed FRY-14 data in Peaks to minimize tactical solutions
Support annual budgeting process, lead budget planning for work related to
FRY-14 issue remediation
Oversee the root cause analysis processes for data gap remediation for FRY-
14 and drive remediation of data quality issues in upstream ADSs and in

Example of Senior Production Manager Job
Description
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Ensure all work necessary to evidence closure of issues and incidents is
complete and accurate

Qualifications for senior production manager

5 - 8 years’ experience in footwear pre-production and product development
This role requires exceptional organisational ability
Up-to-date knowledge of the European broadcasting environment
Recent experience in the broadcast delivery of major international events
Ability to manage and motivate personnel of all levels, both staff and
freelancers, to work as a cohesive team
Must command confidence in acting on own initiative at this senior level


